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Abstract

A temporal filtering scheme has been implemented in OOPIC for
the purpose of damping high frequency noise thus reducing numerical
heating. This noise is generated from the smaller number of computer
particles compared with the number of realistic charged particles in
plasma. To understand the damping, the dispersion relation is plotted
with respect to various damping parameters and Courant condition.
Then the effect of noise damping and the loss of energy, respectively,
are examined.

As a result, it is found that some spatial profiles have been smoothed
in place of some energy loss. That is, there is a trade off between dis
persion and dissipation.
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1 Introduction

A noise damping scheme reducing numerical heating is advantageous in
electromagnetic Particle In Cell (PIC) code for the simulation of realistic
plasma source. Noise is generated by numerous mechanism, such as when
particles cross cell boundaries. This is enhanceded when there are few com
puter particles per Debye sphere. Long simulation running in such a case
sometimes causes unphysical energy gain with an increase in electron and
ion temperatures, leading to a pli^ically inaccurate model. Increasing the
number of computer particles can increase accuracy, but is not practical be
cause too much CPU time and memory are needed. Several approaches to
reduce this unphysical noise have been proposed by A. FViedman et al [1], [2].
Here the temporal filtering scheme, one of such approaches, will be presented
for the cure of the noise problem.

2 Model

One of features of this temporal filtering scheme is that the damping
parameter is continuously tunable from the Cq scheme which uses one past
data point to the Di scheme which uses all past values recursively. The
Co scheme and the Di scheme represent the ordinary leapfrog method (no
damping) and the explicit method (full damping), respectively.

Because the scheme is independent of geometries and boundary condi
tions, it is easy to implement.

For MaxwelPs equation, we define the lag-averaged electric field like this:

E"-' =(1 - ^)E" +5E"-^0<e<1. (1)
A JL

The new electric and magnetic fields are then,

E»+' = E" + cAtV XB»+l - 4rrJ»+lAt, (2)

B"+l =b"+5 _cAtV X[(1 -F j)E"+^ - Ie" +(i- -)E""^]. (3)
4 2 2 4



The one dimensional dispersion relation for this scheme is

sin'^f——) = sm^r )fl Lx_il (a\

where f/ is a Courant number, cAt/Ax, 0 is the damping parameter, varied
from 0 to 1. In particular, for small wAt, we can distinguish between the
real part and the imaginary part. The imaginary part is called the damping
rate.

The real and imaginary part can be approximated for small values uAt
as follows.

a;,At =2n[l+fi2(i_^) +...] (5)
00

where, we define the parameter

^ . .kAx. , ^
n = i/sin(—) (7)

For the two dimensional dispersion relation with Ax = Ay, we need only
change the Courant number u to y/2i/.

3 Results

Here, some dispersion relations with damping rates are shown in one
dimension with respect to damping parameter, as well as Courant numbers,
for electromagnetic waves.

Fig.l shows an ordinary dispersion relation. The branch of i/=1.2 in
dicates an error because the phase velocity exceeds the light velocity. No
dispersion error occurs for j/=1.0, which is marginally stable.

Fig.2 and Fig.3 show dispersion relations with damping rates for the case
^=0.5 and 1, respectively. For 0=0.5, greater than i/=0.6 produces Vpkase>c
at kAx>2. Accordingly, these largei/'s are not recommended forsimulation.
For0=1, all damping rates aremuch largerthan for0=0.5as Courantnumber



is increased with i/>0.6 not recommended. We have to pay attention to the
damping rate when it has negative value.

Next, the dependence of the damping parameter 6 isshown in Fig.4 thru
Fig.7for the casei/=0.5,which is a value used in a typicalsimulation. Wecan
see that the large 6implies larger damping rateand theslower phase velocity
ofthe electromagnetic wave. Also, the locus ofnumerical solutions, obtained
by replacing by Z=exp(-wAt), isalso plotted on the complex plane
in Fig.8 for the same Courant number. All roots start with Re[Z]=l, arc to
the left as kdx is increased. Then the root of ^=1 moves toward the origin
while the root of 0=0 still follows the unit circumference. That is, moving
toward the origin means the mode is damped.

Next, the effect of the noise dampingwasexaminedto observe the charac
teristics of the temporal filtering scheme. For this purpose, we implemented
the temporal filtering schemein OOPIC to simulate a Surface Wave Plasma
(SWP) discharge, whose configuration is shown schematically in Fig.9. No
power was inputed to make a distinction between physical and unphysical
heating. The simulation ran 9000 timesteps.

Some results are shown in Fig.lO and 11 when compared with 6= 0, 1.0
In ordinary simulation, magnetic fields cause the energy to increase in time
inspite oflack ofinput power, theparticles interact with electric fields, even
tually making the number ofparticles increase. This is ofcourse unphysical
heating.

On the other hand, the simulation inplemented the temporal filtering
scheme shows thestable energy transition as a result ofremoving imphysical
high frequency noise. As seen inFig.12 and 13, the temporal filtering scheme
makes Ey smoother. But this smoothness means some electromagnetic energy
loss simultaneously.

Therefore, it was examined for various 6 how much energy was lost by
using the temporal filtering scheme when an TEM wave pulse was set to
propagate in one direction. The wave pulse was 1.2xl0"^°sec in width and
lO^V/m in amplitude, and the Courant number was 0.5. The square of
normalized Bzwas observed. The damping rate was also calculated for both
theoretical and simulation results as in Fig.14. The loss ofenergy increased
with 0 and was ^40% for 0=1 after 400 steps.

Wecan seefrom above discussions that there is a balance needed between
heating and smoothingfor the optimum simulation.



4 Conclusion

Temporal filtering scheme which has been added to OOPIC was investi
gated for the purpose ofdamping noise which causes numerical heating.

The dispersion relation was presented with respect to various damping
parameters as well as Courant conditions for electromagnetic wave.

The effect of noise damping and the loss of energy, respectively, are also
examined.

It is found that profiles are smoothed and energy is lost. That is, there
is a trade off between dispersion and dissipation.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l The ordinary leap-frog dispersion relation.

Fig.2 The dispersion relation with TFS for ^=0.5.

Fig.3 The dispersion relation with TFS for 0=1.0.

Fig.4 The dispersion relation at large kAx for i/=0.5.

Fig.5 The damping rate at large kAx for i/=0.5.

Fig.6 The dispersion relation at small kAx for i/=0.5.

Fig.7 The damping rate at small kAx for i/=0.5.

Fig.8 The locus of numerical solutions of Z=exp(-u;At) for j/=0.b.

Fig.9 The schematic configuration of the Surface Wave Plasma (SWF)
model.

Fig.10 The time evolution of field and kinetic energies without TFS.

Fig.11 The time evolution of field and kinetic energies with TFS.

Fig.12 The spatial profile of Ej, without TFS.

Fig.13 The spatiEil profile of Ey with TFS.

Fig.14 The energy loss of an TEM wave pulse and the damping rate.
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Fig.l The ordinary leap-frog dispersion relation.
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Fig.2 The dispersion relation with TFS for ^=0.5.
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Fig.3 The dispersion relation with TFS for 0=1.0.
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Fig.4 The dispersion relation at large kAx for i/=0.5.
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Fig.5 The damping rate at large kAx for z/=0.5.
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Fig.6 The dispersion relation at small kAx for i/=0.5.
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Fig.7 The damping rate at small kAx for i/=0.5.
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Figure 8: The locus of numerical solutions of Z=exp(-ct;At) for z/=0.5.
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Figure 9: The schematic configuration of the Surface Wave Plasma (SWF)
model.
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Figure 10: The time evolution of magnetic fields without TPS.
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Figure 11: The time evolution of magnetic fields with TPS.
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Figure 12: The spatial profile of Ey without TFS.
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Figure 13: The spatial profile of Ey with TFS.
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Fig.14 Theenergy loss ofan TEM wave pulse and the damping rate.
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